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ABSTRACT 
Plato said, •When the mind thinks, it talks to itself.• The 
mind must use words when developing ideas, when formulating con­
cepts, when digesting and assimilating information. When the 
student writes, the mind should think. However, this does not 
always occur. The main problem in student writing ls that the 
student does not think. For writing is thinking, the most exact 
and exacting kind of thinking. 
This thesis suggests that in order to improve student writ­
ing, the conditions for improved thinking must exist. These 
conditions would include a change or environment.from the tradi­
tional, authoritarian one to an open, self-appraising one. In 
the traditional classroom, there ls little room for independent 
thought; the teacher usually asks questions to which he already 
knows the answers; he has students follow texts which are often 
arbitrarily chosen, and therefore, often inappropriate; students 
write for one person, a hypercritical one, who is more interested 
in the technical aspects of the paper than the ideas; and the 
writing assignments are often unrelatea to student life except 
that the student will be equated with the paper and an arbitrary 
measurement will determine the sttrlent's worth accordingly. 
The main sources for this study are James Moffett, Herbert 
Muller, Neil Postman, Charles Weingartner, Ken Macrorle, and 
Frank O'Hare. The synthesis of their ideas has resulted in a 
revitalization of a philosophy expounded by John Dewey. His be­
lief that students learn what they do is upheld by recent research 
in the area of thinking, ',especially as it is related to writing 
skills. If students are given opportunity to think, they will 
learn to do so. By putting an emphasis on the thinking aspect 
rather than the technical aspects of writing, the teacher is able 
to motivate students to care to improve their writing because they 
see a need to do so. 
This need for radical revision has been tempered with the 
realization that the present educational structure does not allow 
for such changes to be made. But the thesis suggests that some 
specific, productive changes can be made by the teacher as regards 
his perspective. After this occurs, the inconveniences of the 
traditional and/or establishment can be dealt with; it ls the 
teacher, after all, who is the translator of the environment. 
Finally, this paper is not a curriculum guide; it cannot be 
because the curriculum must grow out from the students' needs. 
It advocates a change in perspective and suggests that such a 
change will result in students who think. And students who .think 
will write better because writing is thinking. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE STUDENT IS THE SUBJECT 
Herbert J. Mull er, whose book, The Uses of English, was a 
compilation of the ideas and sentiments expressed at the 
Dartmouth conference on En�lish, said, "English teachers go on 
as if • • •  composition is absolutely essential, much more 
important and practical than literature; yet nothing on record 
is taught less effectively, amid more confusion and conflict of 
theory, or hunch.111 The seminar pursued ways to make the teach-· 
ing of writing more effective, more in line with what is known 
from research. Since the conference and the book's publication 
in 1967, there have been some important discoveries which would 
clarify some of the processes of writing. But in order for the 
research to be of value, it must fit the curriculum, and the 
curriculum must fit the philosophy of the educational system. 
The philosophy must be bullt on what is known about how language 
is learned, which is what research teaches. 
The problem, therefore, is in stepping outside the tradi­
tional educational system in order to see what the research is 
saying. If lt is suggesting changes in the philosophy of educa­
tion, those chanReS should be made. It is of no value to apply 
the innovatlv� techniques of recent research to traditional 
systems whF.!n the effectiveness of the techniques is in the philo-
sophy as much as in the techniques. 
�his paper is an attempt to analyze the research and to 
develop a �eneral philosophy based on positive results of the 
research. In 1959, at Uoods Hole, Massachusetts, a group of 
educators gathered to decide what English teachers should teach. 
They were led by Jerrold Zacharias and Jerome Bruner. Their 
answer was consistent with Dewey's model: '"rhe ideal was clarity 
and self-direction of intellect in the use of modern knowledge. "2 
The purpose of education, as they saw it, was to teach students 
how to think. Research has been substantiating this goal as the 
one which has positive results. Such a simple statement of 
education's aim can result in a radical change in curriculum. 
For English, especially, thls change in perspective will mean 
change in structure and content. 
It is erroneous to believe that the language is the "content" 
of English. I. A. Richards said that "learning how to describe a 
language is not at all the same as learning how to use it with 
power and discernment . .. ·3 Language is not a body of knowledge 
which must be transfered from the text to the student; the student 
already possesses a knowledge of lan�uage. What he needs is 
practice in using his lan�ua�e in meaningful ways. In English, 
t�achers who feel tha� a knowJedge of terminolo�ies and/or 
transformational df·vices is c.:>ssential preparation for teaching 
3:udents to write a�� f ·ll�winv a false lo�ic. Michael Scriven 
makes this analogy t;c ::_,_,..,.,." t- �·0 fallacy of such ari:;ument: it is 
like believing that "��0 �annot swim without having a satisfactory 
theory of hydrostatic�, h:v'i.rodynamics and physiology of immersed 
activity. "4 These tee��e�s are overly concerned with how a 
4 
language works rather than how to teach students to use language 
effectively. Such teachers are doubly detrimental to their 
students. 
Not only do they believe in a content to be transferred, 
they transfer an erroneous concept • . As the study done by 
Rosenthal on experimenters and rats shows, people, seeing what 
they have been conditioned to see, influence the outcome to 
occur as it was predicted to occur.5 The perception a teacher 
has toward a subject is translated to the student: if the teacher 
believes English to be a body of lmowledge separate from the 
student, the student will see the course as one which is to be 
taken, and, once taken is over and does not need to be taken 
again. This is called the innoculation theory of education. The 
material is abstracted from the student, and the student is · 
deprived of the lmowledge that his use of language and the way 
language is used on him will affect every facet of his life. 
James Moffett says we must "re-conceive the subject 1n such 
a way that we can talk simultaneously about both the operations 
of the field and the operations of the learner.•6 The learner is 
the subject and his use of language ls the curriculum. According' 
to Korzybski, this is the only way that language can be taught, 
for several reasons: 1) meaning is not in words--meaning ls in 
people and whatever meanings words have are ascribed by people, 
2) the word le not the thing, and 3) semantic awareness is an 
extension of the consciousness of abstracting, an awareness of 
varying levP.ls of abstraction.7 This fits Piaget's theory on 
development, rJr symbolic expression, which depends on nothing less 
than genera- •11ental growth. L.anguage is contingent on the mind's 
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ability to grow from egocentricity. Moffett says, 'The teacher's 
art is to move with this movement, a subtle act possible only if 
he shifts his gaze from the subject to the learner, for the sub­
ject ls in the learner."8 
Training a student in an awareness of the manner in which 
he uses language, and language is used on him, will be the basis 
on which the student can understand his world. This process of 
acting on someone through words is an art. Moffett would organize 
his course so that students would become aware of the mental 
processes involved in selecting, reorganizing and coding material. 
The aim of such a course would be to teach students to present 
material successfully. They would be taught to consider subjects, 
audiences, syntactic manipulations, order and logic in developing 
material.9 
According to Moffett, the principle concept for teaching 
compositlon 1s this : 
Composition means handling both dimensions [selecting mater­
ial and considering audience) at once: a speaker must stand in 
some relation to both his subject and his audience. It is not 
always possible • • •  to tell which choices of words and organ­
ization stemmed from selective summary of the subject and 
which from an effort at getting certain effects on an audience • 
• So to delineate a sequence of kinds of discourse, we must 
use two dimensions of abstracting as coordinates with which to 
map the universe of discourse. 10 
Rhetoric involves training the student in growth from him­
self, in learning perspectives which were initially alien, in 
assimilating experiences other than his own, and applying all of 
this to his wr1T.1ng. Moffett calls this a naturalistic language 
curriculum, one w�ich teaches according to the relations of 
speaker-listener-subject, functionally and holistically. The 
student ls involved in actual discourse in which he learns and 
improves upon the basic components of style, logic, semantics, 
rhetoric, and literary form by writing in the first and second 
person.11 Through practice in many types of writing situations 
to effect different results the student progresses in his 
ability to preferentially select that combination which is most 
effective. Moffett asserts that "increased consciousness of 
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abstracting has as much to do with developmental growth as has 
progression up the abstraction ladder."12 Moffett believes that 
students' ability to communicate will grow in direct relation to 
their awareness of the constructs of language. 
In order tc make students aware of the language, the 
factors involve� in choice, the teacher must make those decisions 
important to thP. student. And the student must feel he is 
making import�nt decisions. Most importantly, the student must 
learn to appraise information, to have a system of analyzing 
language. Moffett says, "Increasingly, in the future, people 
will need to know, not how to store and retrieve information, 
which can be done by machines, but what the nature of information 
is and how it can be best abstracted. This is why, ultimately, 
substance is less important in English than structure. "13 The 
aim of a curriculum based on this philosophy is to teach students 
to think. The thinking will cause an improvement in composition 
skills. 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH VERSUS GRAMMARS AND TEXTS 
In much traditional education, which includes the use of 
texts and grammars, thinking is subordinate to memorization and 
drills. Research has shown these grammar practices to be in­
effective in improving student writing, most probably because 
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of the separation of the student and the content. Following is 
a list of recent research which indicates the adverse effects of 
traditional English education. This listin� is by no means 
exhaustive. 
Examination of studies before transformational-generative 
grammar (1957) showed that the relationship between formal 
grammar study and writing is very weak. Frank O'Hare reviewed a 
number of these studies and concluded: 
Study after study tested the hypothesis that there was a 
positive relationship between the study of grammar and some 
aspect or other of composition. Result after result denied 
the hypothesis. Many findings either clearly indicated, or 
at least strongly suggested, that the study of grammar not 
only did not have the desired result, but that there also 
resulted some undesirable side effects. 11-1-
Herb�rt Muller noted that a study of five hundred research 
projects on �he methods of teaching composition (with the aid of 
a munificent grant of $1J,J45 by the U.S. Office of Education) 
revealed how t�conclusive most of the findin�s were: "The clear-
est agreement was that t>1e �tudy of traditional grammar had a 
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negligible effect on the improvement of writing.11 5 
James Moffett says flatly, "Grammar has nothing to do with 
style beyond the elementary properties • • •  little if anything 
in the study of grammar will help him to speak or write more 
effectively.16 
Hayakawa explains the problem as a self-perpetuating one. 
"The problem is that students begin by writing poorly. To im­
prove the students' writing, the English teacher says, ' I  must 
teach them the fundamentals of grammar, spelling and punctuation.' 
He then places excessive emphasis on the grammar and ignores the 
students' ideas. He destroys student interest, confidence, and 
trust. This accomplished, the student writes even more poorly 
and the teacher redoubles his effort."17 
Semour Yesner says academic writing is viewed as a trap 
by the students, and not a way of saying something. The student, 
"aware that he leaves a trail of errors behind him when he 
writes • • •  can usually think of little else while he is writing.•18 
Elisabeth F. Haynes, in a recent English Journal article, 
did a compilation of much research done in recent years. 
In 1935 the Curriculum Commission of the National Council 
of Teachers of English reported that scientific studies had 
not shown that the study of grammar was effective in elimin­
ating errors. Strom in 1960 published a summary of over 
fifty studies • • • and concluded that a knowledge of tradi­
tional grammar has little effect on accurate expression in 
writing and speaking. She stated that the investigations 
show overwhelmingly that direct methods are more effective in 
improving writing than are grammar drills and dlagramming.·19 
Transformational grammar did not fare any better in effect­
ing better writing habits in students. According to Sherwin, the 
findings of studies to date support the viewpoint that linguistics 
20 is about as effective as traditional grammar in improving writing. 
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O'Hare summarized the evidence by noting that while a 
lrn.owledge of transformational and traditional grammar is an in­
dispensable tool for the researcher and a potentially useful tool 
for the teacher of English, "there is no justification for 
21 assuming that it will help students write better.• Although 
grammar is an important part of lrn.owledge, it lacks utilitarian 
value. As Postman said, the study of grammar does not belong in 
the center or language and communication study, but rather, it 
belongs on the periphery.22 
The research aside, there is still evidence that grammar 
is an ineffective tool--the students themselves. Not only do 
they not write better, but they do not retain the information. 
Each year the student is retaught grammar terminologies, drilled 
in identification, made to memorize forms which he promptly for­
gets as soon as the study is concluded. Students do not see the 
need to apply the rules of grammar to their writing, and it does 
no good to force (by coercion or threat of grades) students to 
learn those ruJ.es for a class, a test, a day, when the student 
sees no need to retain them for later application. So why do 
English teachers teach grammar? 
They teac� �rammar for the same reason they correct student 
writing for gl"'A.mmHtical errors. First, they were taught to. 
Second, they v.:···:JJ.c feel gull ty, as though they were not doing 
their job, 1. f +-:-if�.Y did not. And yet, like grammar drills, 
correction ha:=- 1 :.''-.tle effect on student writing. In experiments 
on the effect�·· •Jr traditional correction, the results have shown 
minimal diff�re�0e between the counts of errors between papers 
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thoroughly corrected by teachers and papers given only low marks. 
John Fellows (1931) found no differences between the two methods 
in his study, nor did Lois V. Arnold and Dwight L. Burton (19 62) .  
Correction i s  time-consuming and ineffectual, yet tradition and 
habit make it the dominant trend in teaching writing. 23 
Most probably, grammar drills and grammar correction fail 
for the same reasons: 1) the student is not actively involved, 
2) the emphasis is on the product rather than the process, and 
3) the format is ne�atively oriented; it assumes ignorance on the 
part of the student. 
Actually, the reverse is true. The fact is that the child 
has an intuitive �rasp of the grammar apart from its terminologies. 
Linguists have said for several decades that the child masters the 
basic structure of his language by the age of five, in addition 
to a vocabulary of several thousand words. 24 Ken Macrorie 
points out that by the age of six, a child often speaks rhythm­
ically and metaphorically. 25 All of this is accomplished outside 
the inhibiting, ne�atively-oriented traditional educational 
system. In ignoring �his almost innate ability the student 
possesses, and instead, concentrating on the ignorance of the term-
inologies of traditional grammar study, teachers discredit one of 
the greater intellec�·1al achievements the child ever makes. 
The adverse eff�ct� 0f grammar co�rectness are demonstrated 
'.:·.; the dialectical o;:-·:>blerri posed by standard English. Students 
�rom non-standard ":'·.a, e.�� i�al backgrounds, wnose dialect is con-
sistent with the �·� .. ,q ·1•?irons, are judged ty t:.he standard 
dialect as incorre�· �er a student to accept the standard dia-
'lect as correct, h� ;r·;s- .qdm1 t the limitations of his family's 
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language. Moffett says that learning to write correctly involves 
a shift in dialect as well. Therefore, to join the preferred 
speech community, the student must make a psychological transi­
tion. He says, "Teaching a prescriptive body of rules designed 
to induce correctness appears blandly technical and humanely 
naive.•26 
Moffett has a similar disrespect for the textbook as a 
writing tool. The following quotation is a summary of two 
chapters he devoted to deleting grammar study and textbook usage 
.. 
from the curriculum. 
They �extbookS). install in the classroom a mistaken and 
unwarranted method of learning. They take time, money, and 
energy that should be spent on authentic writing, reading, 
and speaking. They get between the teacher and his students, 
making it difficult for the teacher to understand what they 
need, and to play a role that would give them the full bene­
fit of group process. They add secondary problems of their 
own making. 'rhey sometimes promote actual mislearning. 
They kill spontaneity and the sense of adventure for both 
teacher and students. They make writing appear strange and 
technical so that students dissociate it from familiar lang­
uage behavior that should support it. Their dullness and 
arbitrariness alienate students from writing. Because they 
predict and pre-package, they are bound to be inappropriate 
for some school populations, partl� irrelevant to individual 
students, and ill-timed for all. 27 
Until reliance on traditional or transformational grammar is 
eliminated from the cm•riculum, the important innovations sup­
ported by research cannot be implemented. Until teacher reliance 
on texts is eliminated, the main obstacle to actual communioa-
tion will continue to defeat the efforts of the most dedicated 
of teachers. There is no content apart from the student. 
12 
CHAPTER I I I  
THE DEWEY PRINCIPLE 
A good curriculum , on the other hand , is one in which the 
teacher helps the student see what he is doing with language , 
and , by means of this awareness, see what in particular he 
might be doing. Moffett maintains that student writing should 
not be mere exercises, but rather authentic discourse . The 
di rection of the learning process necessitates that the students 
first have an intent , second , that they have a content . After 
these essentials are met ,  students can be made aware of the 
technical points . To have students work on the minute aspects 
without placing importance first on the intent is to perpetuate 
the problem Hayakawa delineated . The student must be involved 
in the writing process; to try to involve them in the technical 
aspects before they are committed to the work is to alienate them 
from the whole process. More often than not, it is this animo­
sity toward the work which produces grammatical errors, not 
ignorance . 
In improving student writing, the teacher is actually 
stimulating the cognitive a�ilities of the student . Moffett 
notes several factors which need to be remembered in consider-
ation of this: 
The reasons why children do not elaborate as much as 
adults stem from causes other than ignorance of grammar. 
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They may have trouble holding in their minds at once several 
syntactic relations or levels of embedding. They are not 
intellectually ready to relate ideas in logical ways other 
than temporal, or to range ideas in a hierarchy of subor­
dination, or even to perceive the listener's need for such 
ranging and emphasis. They need to hear and read a lot of 
elaborated sentences so that they can internalize the forms 
and relations. And they have to discover, through speaking 
and writing, the deficiencies of simple sentences. They 
must construct sentences that answer the felt needs of their 
maturing thought:, their exchanges in conversation, and their 
efforts to fit what they write to what they have to say. 
There is good reason to believe that the final answer to 
linguistic elaboration lies beyond language, in general cog­
nitive deve:topment, and that intellectual stimulation is far 
more l:tkely to accelerate syntaotio growth than grammar 
knowledge. 28 
The conviction that students must experience higher levels 
of syntactic maturity, as well as see the need for them, fits 
the Dewey principle that a student must be actively involved in 
order to learn. 'l'he student must be doing--Deweying. This ls 
the essence of what has been said thus far. The teacher must 
see the student as an integral part of the content he is to 
teach. The student must be given opportunities to experiment 
with language. Moffett feels this is the primary factor in im­
proving language use: •To learn to talk, the child must put his 
data into action and find out what happens • • •  imitation of 
other's speech, as heard and read remains a major way of learning 
language forms, but conversational response is the chief means 
the child has for making progress in speech production itself.•29 
'rhe teacher's function should be that of a coach. The idea 
would be to guide the learner by providing feedback and response. 
The learner's job is to alter his communication in relation to 
the feedback he elicited. It ls essential that the student see 
the need to alter his writing and the way to alter his writing. 
John Dewey's belief in the value of firsthand experience 
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is upheld by many educators today. Postman and Weingartner 
readily agree that "it is not what you say to people that counts; 
it is what you have them do." They point out the neglect of this 
principle in the traditional classroom. 
In most classrooms what students do is sit and listen to 
the teacher. Mostly, they are required to believe in auth­
orities, or at least pretend to such belief when they take 
tests. Mostly, they are required to remember. They are 
almost never required to make observations, formulate defin­
itions, or perform any intellectual operations that go b�yon.d. 
repeating what someone else says is true. They are rarely 
encouraged to ask substantive questions. JO 
Certainly, this message gets through to the students. The way 
they are taught determines what they will learn. As Marshall 
McLuhan puts it , "The medium is the message.• The result is that, 
regardless of the ideas expressed within the oontent, the struc­
ture negates any positive images. The traditional structure des­
troys the thinking initiative. As Postman and Weingartner sug-
gest, the message comes through: 
No teacher ever said: "Don't value uncertainty and tentative­
ness. Don't question questions. Above all, don't think.• 
The message is communicated quietly, insidiously, relentless­
ly, and effectively through the struoture of the classroom. 31 
If the message were a book title, it would be I'm OK--You're Not 
OK. The teacher/student relationship is often anything but con­
ducive to forming students who are independent learners. 
Ken Macrorie, in Telling Writing, builds his curriculum on 
the strategy that students learn by doing. He also strives to 
make his students aware of the language they use. His primary 
concern is for the honesty of their language, and suoh honesty 
can only come after the experience of manipulating structure so 
that it says what the student wants it to. He utilizes George 
Bernard Shaw as an example of Deweying: " I  learnt to speak as men 
15 
learn to skate or to cycle--by doggedly making a fool of myse l f  
until I got used t o  it . Then I practiced it in the open air--
at the street corner, in the market square , in the park--the best 
schoo1 . n32 
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CHAPTER IV 
MOTIVATING STUDENTS 
Peer Group Pressure 
The motivation for the activity suggested lies in in­
tellectual stimulation and in emotional stimulation. To get the 
students to become personally involved in their work, many 
English educators suggest that the audience be made real. Post­
man, Weingartner, Moffett, Macrorie and others suggest that the 
way to do this ls to have students write for oth�r students. 
As Moffett points out, real writing will cause the student to 
consider all the facets of discourse. But in traditional 
writing, the problem is in the structure which does not allow for 
change. 
The student is writing to the same old person, the English 
teacher who has given him a what for by demanding the assign­
ment and by holding the power-of grades and disciplinary au­
thority over him. No wonder that what he learns most is to 
dope out the idiosyncracles of the teacher and give him what 
he wants. 33 
Macrorie calls such writing Engfish, and he, too, blames it on 
the forced writing which most teachers compel their students to 
produce: "A program for improved writing • • •  will not succeed 
unless the beginning writer becomes experienced through engaging 
in critical sessions with his peers. Both good and bad aspects 
need to be dealt wlth. 1134 
Not only ls writing for a real audience a motlvational fac-
tor, it is instructional as well. Ray C. Maize reported that 
students who submitted compositions to peers for correction 
gained as much in writing test scores as did those whose work 
was evaluated by teachers.35 Additionally, the teachers bene­
fited since they had to spend only one eighth the time after 
hours to devote'to correction. 
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Macrorie feels the remarks of the student critics are the 
most valuable response a writer can receive: "Learning to write 
communicatively is painful, but if the writer builds confidence 
slowly and solidly, he will rise to the level. 113 6  
Moffett admits that the artificiality of the classroom can­
not be totally eliminated, but asserts that writing for peers 
most resembles the way the student will have to read, write, speak 
and listen in the real world. 37 The format he suggests is for 
the teacher to have the students write for the entire class group, 
then to have the students read and discuss the writings in a work­
shop fashion. The immediate positive results are in the number 
of so-called writing problems which clear up when the student 
really cares. The student sees his writing as serving a real 
function, to organize and present his ideas to class members. 
Peer group appraisal of student work has a group dynamic 
effect. It utilizes the positive skills each group member 
possesses to raise the level of the ent:ire groµp. Traditional 
education, on the other hand, negates such potential. As Moffett 
complained., 
Most of the furious flagging of hanc.s and clamorous talking 
at once in traditional classes is actually provoked by the 
teacher, who usually has asked a question to which he knows 
the answer. The children are compet1 t::·. vely bidding for the 
teache r ' s approval and place no value on what other children 
say. 3H 
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In effect, students are taught not to communicate in such situ-
ations. 
Another aspect of peer group appraisal is that the students 
learn the art of evaluation. Evaluating the work of others 
requires understanding, establishing a criteria, formulating 
judgment, and helping to make the necessary improvements in the 
work itself. Students are actively involved in critical review 
of the way language is used. Moreover, the relationship of 
writer and audience can be explored and measured in terms of 
response. Instead of a delayed and limited response which most 
teachers write in th� margins of student papers, students are able 
to communicate with an involved audience; they can immediately 
tell whether or not understanding is communicated. Suoh reaction 
is essential for a writer to learn to assess his performance. 
Relevancy of Material 
Student assessment of one another's writing will work only 
if the writing assignment is relevant to their needs. The choice 
of topic is as important as the peer group audience; in actual-
ity, the two should not be divorced in considering the topic. 
As Moffett pointed out, "The problem with typical composition 
courses is that they involve meaningless assignments. Too many 
papers go nowhere in particular because they have nothing to say.•39 
Relevancy is a necessity for determining the topic. Wendell 
Johnson complained that teachers fail because they appear to em-
phasize "writing " instead of "writing-about-something-for-someone: 
You cannot write writing. 1140 
The English teacher cannot act as a real audience because 
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the student equates him with a parent, authority figure, a grader 
and a nit-picker. But when students write for other students, 
they become aware of their need for control over language. They 
learn to sharpen their awareness, to become more conscious of 
their abstracting. The more a student understands that his infor­
mation is relative and can be enlarged and modified, the greater 
lH his application of audience consideration. Awareness which 
leads to openness results in cognitive growth. Students who are 
able to evaluate, differentiate, and assimilate language and 
concepts and ideas are capable of mental growth. This is prob-
ably the greatest value of the writing process. Writing gives 
students the ability to control their thinking processes, to 
formulate them and identify them so that they can be dispassion­
ately judged. It is the ability to judge ideas which needs to 
be developed. A democracy more than any other society needs 
literate, informed and critical citizens. It should be the aim 
of English education to train students to think for themselves. 
Freedom to Think 
Students passing through traditional English classrooms 
are missing the opportunity to develop their minds by learning 
the processes of assimilatin� information. The traditional class­
room has little use for inductive and critical thinking, yet the 
students need this ability if they are to cope with what has 
been called future shock. In order to acquire this ability, 
students must accept responsibility for their learning; but first 
they must have the opportunity to do so. They must be free to 
ai.J.estion the system which n.ictates what they learn and how they 
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learn it. Postman and Wein�artner see the answer in a radical 
revision of the educational process wherein students learn to 
ask relevant questions. They sug�est that "once you have 
learned to ask questions--relevant and appropriate and substan­
tial questions--you have learned how to learn and no one can 
k f 1 1 h t t and need to lmow •• 42 eep you rorn earn ng w a ever you wan 
The inquiry method is not designed to do better what old en-
vironments try to do. They say: 
It activates different senses, attitudes, and perceptions; 
it generates a different, bolder, and more potent kind of in­
telligence. It will cause teachers and their tests and their 
grading systems and their curriculurns to change. 43 
Most importantly, it gives students the opportunity to think for 
themselves. 
Moffett sees the need for rational inquiry into language 
"wherein the students sharpen and subdivide questions until the 
41+ questions become answerable." But he warns that such a study 
should not become a manipulation toward grammar--syntax. It 
should focus on the language as a reality with which students 
must cope. In other words, the inquiry environment should not be 
made to fit the traditional curriculum. It would destroy its 
basis for existence, that of student freedom to learn responsibil-
ity by working with relevant areas of inquiry. 
Macrorie favors this movement because it allows students to 
use their powers, make r�scoveries, and find alternative paths. 
�e says, "It 1oes not utjlize the Errors Approach, but is prag­
matic--looks for strate:c�.'�S and tactics that work. ,,45 Such an 
approach requires teachers who are willing to step out from be­
hind the traditional authA�ity which keeps open communication 
from occurring. And there is a danger in the inquiry environ-
ment. 
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As Postman points out, "All authorities get nervous when 
learning is conducted w�thout a syllabus • • •  Once you start a 
young man thinking, there is no telling how he will go."46 
Such radicalism is against not only the traditional educational 
system, it goes against the twentieth century's aspiration for 
man. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. said: 
Our contemporary American society, for example has. little 
use for the individualist. Individualism implies dissent 
from the group; dissent implies conflict; and conflict sudden­
ly seems divisive, unAmerican and generally unbearable. Our 
greatest new industry is evidently the production of tech­
niques to eliminate conflict, positive thoughts through public 
relations to psychoanalysis, applied everywhere from the 
couch to the pulpit. Our national aspiration has become 
peace of mind, peace of soul. The symptomatic drug of our age 
is the tranquilizer. "Togetherness" is the banner under which 
we march in to the brave new world. 1-�7 
But the inquiry environment does not exist to impose standardized 
meanings. Rather, it helps students improve their unique meaning-
making capabilities. Training students to cope with realities 
which require that new meanings be made is the basis of the inquiry 
environment.48 
Certainly the concept of relevant inquiry is dangerous, 
but a quick review of the existing option should help in realizing 
its viability. Postman says: 
Schools are functioning to destroy individuality, instill 
fear of failure, instill obedience to rigid conventions, des­
troy natural curiosity and love of learning • • •  The school 
system is to service a dehumanizin� economy, not to consider 
the welfare of children. 49 
The question is, Do we want to develop conscious students? 
Do we want them to become autonomous, creative, inquiring people 
wlt..,... the will and intelligence to determine their own dest1ny?.50 
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To accomplish this, the educational system must be reoriented so 
that the student becomes the center of the curriculum. To re-
main with the traditional system is to ignore reality. As Post-
man put it: 
If it is practical to persist in subsidizing at an ever­
increasing economic and social cost a system which condemns 
our youth to ten or twelve or sixteen years of servitude in 
a totalitarian environment ostensibly for the purpose of 
training them to be fully functloninrr,, self-renewing citizens 
of a democracy, then we are vulnerable to whatever criticisms 
can be leveled. 51 
This appeal for a democratic approach is not an attempt to pro­
mote student anarchy. However, it is an appeal to allow students 
the freed.om to write what they think. The teacher's function 
should be to aid the student in his thinking processes and in 
his presentation of ideas. When the teacher acts as an authori­
tarian, judging the ideas, he inhibits the student's desire to 
express himself. In inquiry, it is not the students who are 
more capable at determining relevant areas of inquiry. However, 
the students must see the value of the inquiry.52 It must come 
from a felt need on the part of the student, and the teacher who 
is able to consider the student as the subject is far more likely 
to enhance the communication operations of his students. Postman 
suggests a productive alternative to traditional inquiry. In it 
the students would study language situations from current events. 
'I'hey could consider the social and political 1mpl ica tions, and in 
�oing so would learn important content a� well as language skills. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE WHOLE MIND 
There has existed throughout history the belief in the 
mind and heart as existing independently. In applying his 
belief to education it would be wise to recognize the wisdom of 
Plato: "Reason must have an adequate emotional base if education 
is to accomplish its purpose.1153 
This concept is finding support in research on the pro­
cesses involved in thinking. Researchers are discovering that 
the brain is in actuality composed of two separate hemispheres 
which have unique functions, one emotional or artistic and the 
other rational. Teachers must organize their curriculums so that 
students can become totally involved with their work. They need 
to assimilate the analytic and themetaphoric natures in order to 
write most effectively. The necessity of making composition 
assignments relevant to their feelings becomes obvious. To carry 
the application one step further, students gain practice in 
coordinating the rational and emotional hemispheres. In so doing 
they learn to analyze t�clr feelings, to give them substance, to 
find out their validity. And teachers who wish to teach effective 
writing need to be able to deal in the real and sloppy emotions 
of students, to help them find a language for what they think and 
Denny T. Wolfe Jr., and R. W. Reising cite a report made 
by Bob Samples to the Phi Delta Kappan: 
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After several years of testing and evaluating, we came to 
the realization that when one invites both mind functions 
into equal partnership, three things characterize the learn­
ing ecology: 
(1) higher feelings of self-confidence, self-esteem and com­
passion; 
(2) wider exploration of traditional content subjects and 
skills; 
54 (3 ) higher levels of creative invention in content and skills. 
All three of these are applicable to improving the educational 
process. 
On NBC's Today Show, May 22, 1978, Tom Brokaw interviewed 
Dr. Robert Ornstein, medical psychologist, who discussed the 
two hemisphere theory and its implications. Dr. Ornstein said 
that recent research on the activities of the brain suggests 
that, because each side of the brain performs different functions, 
the left side analytical and the right side artistic, it is a 
mistake to fragment the education of the student by emphasising 
one facet over the other. Our traditional system gives emphasis 
to the technical aspects of student writing, but students are not 
trained to draw from their creative abilities. As a result, 
their study of language is superficial; it fails to help students 
utilize their full potential; it ignores their need to gain con­
trol over the language which would help them to gain control 
over realities.55 
Noam Chomsky said, "When we study human language, we are 
aporoaching what some might call tne 'human essence,' the dis-
tiYJcti ve qualities of mind that are, so far as we know, 1..L't'lique to 
man and that are inseparable from any critical phase of tt'.lman 
existence, personal or social."56 It is a great mistake to cause 
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students to abstract language from its emotional essence, to make 
it a matter of grammar or punctuation, to make it inconsequential. 
Moffett would deal with the duality of writing by involving 
students with the thought and emotion of writing. Such objectives, 
when properly introduced, would supply motivation necessary to 
facilitate the learning of the technical aspects. He believes: 
Language learning; is ultimately a co�itive matter. Both 
reading and writing are at once shallow mechanical activities 
and deep operations of mind and spirit. There is no necessary 
connection between writing and composition. Comprehension and 
composing are independent of written symbols. The basic prob­
lems of understanding what someone else says to us, or of 
putting thoughts into words, can and should be separated from 
mere decoding of letters and mere transcribing of speech, 
which involve only perceptual and motor skills, not thought 
and emotion. 57 
Moffett believes that writing is a process which requires an 
involvement which is emotional. It is the teacher's function to 
build a positively-oriented curriculum which guides students in 
developing an awareness of their use of language. Such a task is 
far from easy. 
Noam Chomsky pointed out that although our understanding of 
the mechanisms of language and thought and behavior have advanced 
in recent years, it is a mistake to believe we have the ability 
to understand man's mind. The intricacies of the mind are too 
complex to be pro�rammed according to external operations. He 
says, "What little we ·io know about human intelligence would at 
least suggest • • •  that by diminishing the range and complexity 
of materials present�c �o the inquiring mind, by setting behavior 
fixed patterns, +:.!·�be methods may harm and distort the normal 
development of crea.tiv� 'iC-llities. 1158 In other words, it is a 
mistake to try to -..t�i:> t-;·�11a'1ior modification or other techniques 
to order the mental development of s t udents. It is a mistake, 
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as well , to inhibit student incentive by forcing writing in an 
authoritarian environment . The relationship between the teacher 
and the writer must be one of trust and acceptance. Teachers who 
are willing to let s tudents think need to be ready for independ­
ent thinking. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A HOLISTIC CONTENT 
Thus far this paper has dealt with the perspectives to 
consider in formulating a philosophy for teaching effective writ­
ing. It has included research on the thinking processes as well 
because the interrelationship of thinking and writing needs to 
be exploited for effective writing to occur. Thie next section 
deals with the content of an English curriculum when it is seen 
as facets of languaging a child must develop rather than a body 
of lrn.owledge a child must learn. Because these facets are inter­
related, each being stimulated by the mind's attempt to communi­
cate , it is a mistake to fragment the reading from the speaking 
from the listening from the writing. It is equally wrong to try 
to separate the child from his reality by forcing information 
for which he sees no re levance. 
The consensus of the Dartmouth conference regarding what 
was to be taught in the classroom was this: "We must think less 
in terms of the subjects a child must learn and more in terms 
of experiences they can enjoy and gain interest from. 1159 The 
purpose of any content is to give the student an expanding per­
ception of the world. This is the process whereby students dev-
elop a greater cognitive awareness. The need is for the content 
to begin where the child �.s ,  and then move him outward from him-
SE' ·. 'f' .  
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The Media 
In accordance with the inquiry-based methodology previously 
discussed, perhaps the best place to begin a study of language , 
how it is used, would be ln a study of the mass media. The goal 
would be to teach students how to read the news , recognize when 
and how i t  i s  slanted , dis torted, and sometimes suppressed. The 
analys i s  of propaganda i s  not only highly relevant, it causes 
students to think in terms of the real ity of language in their 
own world experience . Ours i s  an age of propaganda . The behav ior­
al sc iences have convinced the marketeers that a manipulation of 
the media is also the manipulation of minds which results in 
profi ts . I t  will require an enl ightenment of the procedures and 
practices of propaganda to free students from exploitation. As 
Pos tman noted , "Being i l l i terate in the processes of any medium 
leaves one at the mercy of those who control i t . 11 60 
Father Ong explained the necess ity of such an approach :  
These mass media are a part of the student ' s  life world, 
often the chief source of his ideas about life and his 
value s ,  and i f  the student cannot see what they do to him-­
for good or bad--and recognize his own responsibility for 
the part they play in his life ,  he certainly cannot be ex­
pected to do anything very real with Shakespeare or Golding 
or anyone else . 61 
The media is closest to student perception of language . He must 
first begin to unders tand. i ts strategies before he can begin con­
s ideration of parti cular authors . Hayakawa sugge sts an even more 
critical cons ideration that students must become aware of:  tele-
v i s ion adve rtisements ar� often intenti onal lies , promises with-
out meaning, and as such, subvert our trust in others . They 
destroy the integrity of communication when they become de tached 
from motive . Words become only words , and are void. of meaning . 62 
An awareness o f  the purpose of words i s  essential for s tudents 
to learn to make cri t i cal judgments of the med i a .  
Moffe t t  argues for a natural i s t i c  curriculum , one which 
h P. l ps the ::; t udent chwelop an uric! e I'�;tandinp; of language . 'I'hi s 
means a t,eacher must give up some fav orite works i n  order t o  
nwe t the needs of the s tudent ; n o  matter how much the author 
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says t o  the teacher, i f  i t  ls bP.yond the s tuden t , i t  should not 
be forced on h i m .  Moffe t t  would have the curriculum designed 
s o  that the teaching of d i scourse would incl ude· thinking, 
s peaking, l i s tening, read ing and wri t l ng . 6> It i s  a digression 
from the goals and from the s t udents ' needs to spend time on 
matP.rial i rrelevant t o  the i r  needs and beyond their unders tandi n g .  
Moffett s e e s  the primary a i m  o f  educat i on as one which aids 
the student in his grow j n �  perception; this is accompl ished by 
Dew�ying, that i s ,  by � i v in� the s tudents prac t i ce . 
The human capac i t y  of symbolize f i rs t  and s econdhand exp­
erier1ce 111 to an inner world to match aga i n s t  and deal w i th 
the outer world • • .  Such a capaci ty i s  not taught ;  i t  can 
only be e xe rc i sed more or less bene f i c iall y .  I t  operates 
J n tegratively on all front�> at once , at all ages . Educat i on 
as we know i t  h i nders th1: 1�rowth o f  thi s  capac.i ty perhaps 
more than i t  fos tors i i, .  l'ht� learner expends most of h i s  
t:r1tell ig0nce copj.nr-; w i t h  th1.) demands of arbitrary contents 
. . • ins tead of us inr� h i s  nat i ve apparatus to build h i s  own 
knowledge s t ructures from what others have abstracted . Since 
the l a t ter is what he wJ ll s pend_ the rest of h i s  l i fe doing, 
whatever the future , th i n  p r l mary act i v 1. ty L / I subm i t ,  should �ain pr tori ty over alJ. t<'.se i n  erluca t i o n .  0 } 
Thinking cannot be programrricd . St,imulation o f  cogn i t ive processes 
i s  accompJ ished by hav i n1 :  '.he s tudent:� reaL: t ,  and then, inspect 
the i r  reac t i ons . Of course , what they w i l l  be i nspecting i s  the 
lrtn1J;ua/l'e they used to ex prAss those feel i ngs ; they w i l l  be 
anA.l y z i np; the i r  d l s courst> . <'.nd thus , learning language . 
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Speaking 
One trouble with the English curriculum is that too often 
reading, writing, and speaking are taught separately, without 
enough attention to their intimate connections. In many high 
schools, speech is taught as a special course, often with style 
as a more important goal than effective communication. Albert 
H .  Marchwardt points out though, that "language is a system of 
patterned vocal behavior by means of which men co-operate in 
society. The word vocal is crucial here; language is a set of 
sounds, an aural phenomenon. Only speech provides all the 
essential signals--inflection, stress, pitch--that allow us to 
study language and characterize it. n65 Students need to be made 
aware of the relationship of the symbols to their thoughts. The 
study of the symbols for their thinking, speech, should be in­
cluded in the study of the symbols for their symbols, writing. 
It is this closeness to the thinking processes which is the advan­
tage of speech; the vitality of actual discourse is an aid to 
understanding meaning, to the feeling which can be lost in written 
conununication. 
It is the real problem of how to communicate speech through 
written discourse that can be exploited at this point. Moffett 
has this strategy : 
Writing must somehow compensate for the loss of voice 
features • • •  and for the loss of gesture and facial expression. 
Correspondence offers �n excellent opportunity to teach some 
of the real functions of punctuation, diction, and stylistic 
devices. Commas, dashes, and semicolons, ironic word choice, 
reversal of word order often do what we do other ways in speak-
ing face to face. Writing should be taught as an extension 66 of speech. Nowhere is this more sensible than with punctuation. 
Practice in communicating in the two mediums trains the student 
in an awareness of their distinctive qualities and inadequacies. 
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Moreover, it teaches the students to be aware of how effectively 
the language system worked for them . 
Listening 
Communication requires a listener for the speaker. Such 
an obvious need is nevertheless overlooked in teaching discourse. 
The listener's role is assumed to be passive, and therefore 
instruction in listening is limited to punishment when ettiquette 
is bre�ched as when students are talking when another student is 
answering a teacher's question. But the art of listening, which 
few people possess, is one which requires a great amount of con­
centration. Unlike thinking, speaking, reading and writing, 
there is no opportunity for digression or regression of the mind 
or the eye. Total awareness of the speaker, total attention to 
his every gesture, is required for effective listening . In the 
traditional classroom situation, l istening is not taught, not 
even nominally. When teachers ask a question to which they lmow 
the answer, they are l istening for a particular response instead 
of to a particular response. And students realize the limita­
tions of what is required of them ; they are in a structure which 
makes what other students say unimportant; therefore, students 
are trained not to listen . 
Allen Berger and Anne Werdmann sought ways to improve the 
listening skills of students. They fi rst distinguished between 
"listening• and "auding. • Auding means listening to, recognizing 
and interpreting spoken symbols. They then list fifteen activi­
ties which are considered to be mnemonic. The basis for improving 
these listening skills is stated thus : 
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Unders tanding feelings accompanying mes sages requires check­
ing out the l is tene r ' s  interpretation with the speake r .  In 
small group discussions require s t udents to paraphrase a 
speake r ' s  mes sage before responding to i t  • • •  News reports 
from radio and TV provide models of speaking and reporting 
techniques . Use them to have students separate face �S
om 
opinion, identify biases and evaluate effectiveness . 
Hayakawa ' s  Language in Thought and Action would be a good teache r ' s  
source book for such activities . Like Moffet t ,  he asserts that 
awarenes s  is the essential i tem for the growth of the language 
skills necessary for survival . 
Moffett ' s  concern for the manner in which we ass imilate 
and categorize knowledge is appl icable to increasing the l i s ten­
e r ' s  awarene s s .  He notes that we cannot sense all of real ity ; in 
fact we edit i t .  We have prior Gestalts which condition what we 
will see . H e  says , "We look at and look for . " 69 I t  is  as true 
of l i s tening. Such selectivity allows the l i s tener to tune out 
interference , but i t  also causes lapses which result in dis tortion 
of what the speaker said . The l i s tener can pick up what he wants 
to hear while disregarding the remainder. This is why sl ogans , 
catch phrases and mottoes are s o  popular. Als o ,  l i s tening gets 
muddled with the thinking i t  prompts , and as a resul t ,  what is 
retained i s  often a fusion of the thoughts of the two persons . 
Furthermore , what is retained is reorganized, recoded, so that 
features are deleted . 70 Training s t udents in l i s tening will help 
them to get important information, get it correct,  and to make 
Judgments based on that information. It will certainly s t imulate 
greater awareness of how langua�e ls used. 
Read ing 
3ome mention needs to be made concerning reading, and con-
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sequen tly, l i teratur e .  This paper i s  involved with content o f  
EnKl i s h  only as i t  applies to teaching effective wri t i n g ;  there­
fore the section on l i terature will remain quite general . As has 
been pointed out, literature ' s concern should be with the expan­
s i on of the s tudent ' s  experience, not with h i s  formal lmowledge 
of literature . The case for l i terature on that bas i s  is quite 
s trong. 
In moving to particular writers , i t  ls best to remember the 
words of S olomon , written some 3300 years ago, "Of many books 
there i s  no end . "  Add to that the books written in the past three 
m i l l ineums and the result is an over-s upply of potential works 
for s t udent s t udy . I t  i s  far wiser to give s tudents the skills 
necessary for analyzing l anp;uage and literat ure than i t  is to give 
them a sampl in� of a particular period or author. An appreciation 
of the human i ties cannot occur wi thout an unders tanding of its 
voice . 
L i terature deals with the problem of values ; i t  encourages 
free thinking ; i t  exposes s tudents to unique perspectives and 
s i tuation s .  Authors are presen ting d i fferent value sys tems , l ife­
styles , and beliefs to s t udents . The English teacher serves a 
d i fficult func tion by selecting certain texts for s tudent readi n g .  
Social scien t i s ts and logical positivists say that teachers have 
no right to make value j udp.;rnents on works because the basis for 
judgment is s ub j ec t i v e ,  wi thout a verifiable guideline . 71 But 
i t  l s  the emotional nature of the l i terature which i s  basic to 
human nature . 'rhe value of literature is not in the j udgments 
1 t makes , but in the s tru12:v;le to expr�Frn those feel ings . Hayakawa 
calls l i terature "the mos t exact expre s s i on of feel ings . a 72 
J4 
According to h i m ,  people who have read l i terature have l i ved more 
than people who cannot or w i l l  not read . 
The emoti onal value of l i terature is s upplemented by the 
propens ity i t  has for expanding s tudent perspec tive on d ifferent 
values and bel tefs . James M i. l ler s a id. :  
All l i terary works emborty s ome v i s ion of l i f e ,  system of 
values or moral dimen s i on ,  and that although this dimension i s  
not the key to the i r  a r t i s t i c  val ue , i t  cal l s  for moral imag­
ination in good reading. It creates something of a problem 
wi th many of the world ' s  clas s ics , which embody bel i efs remote 
from ours , l i ke l y  to be uncongenial to s tudents ; to read chem 
well calls for both h .1. s tort cal sense and moral imagination . 73 
Ll te:ratur·e allows s t udents to d i scover that people are peopl e . 
'rhe emo t i onal aspects of' l i terature make it real for s t udent s , 
but this i s  not to say that feelings are the cri teria for value . 
Iri t:he s t udy of l i  teraturc� , there i s  a need t o  keep in balance 
the cogni tive and affe c t l ve dr�veJ opment of the s tudents .  In s o  
d o i ng, s tudents begin t o  :read and accept perspe c t i ve s  other than 
their own , they be�in to become c i v i l ized , t o  enlarge their sym­
?'� path ies and to coopera t e .  'I'he en j oyment they get in reading 
t o  unders tand will result in a greater awareness of life , l i t­
erature and l anguage . As a resul t ,  they will apply themselves t o  
wri ting in d i re c t  propor t i on t o  the i r  intere s t  i n  l i terature . As 
they see the examples o f  effective use of language , they a ttempt 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESEARCH I N  WRITING 
. 
This f inal facet of d i s cours e ,  that of writing, involves 
incorporating recent research into the curriculum, research 
which has had positive resul ts . Certainly, theories of writ ing 
are not without faul t s .  Frank O ' Hare describes the problem as 
one of metatheory . There are too many variables in the writing 
process to develop an all-inclusive program ideally s t ructured 
for all s i tuations . But the aim of teaching writing, when kept 
in l ine with the goals of discours � ,  can be defined clearly enough 
s o  that i t  serves as a guide and s tandard of evaluation for the 
curriculum used. 
What teachers want to train their s tudents to d o ,  and fail 
so miserably by uti l i z ing tradi t i onal concepts to effect i t ,  i s  
to train the s tudents to write effectively. In defining effective 
writing, Ken Macrorie says , " If you can l earn to say in a few 
words all you want to say , with precision and fullness , you will 
delight yourse l f  and your reader . 11 75 Learning to be conc ise , pre­
c i s e ,  grammat ical , and hone s t  should be the aim toward which 
teachers guide their students . In teaching writing, however , 
l: P..-:ichers sometimes ignore the obvious . 
Frank O ' Hare , whose research on sentence-combining is the 
\ �::. uE· wh i ch this sec t i on d�-.!a1s w i t h ,  put forth this logic : "The 
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last thlnR a w r i t e r  does is to put wo�ls � own on paper in a par-
t i cular ord e r .  Perhaps Sngl l s h  teachers have n o t  sufficiently 
real i zed the des i rabi l i t y ,  indee� the neces s i t y ,  of helping t he i r  
s tunents acquire the ab�l i t y  t o  put words down on paper ,  t o  mani­
pul�te syntax . " 76 O ' Hare believes that s t udents trained in 
sentence-combining would be better trai nen t o  think in rhetori cal 
terms , to make better syntactic choices , _ because they would have 
bui l t  a wider repetory of alternatives . 77 The crux of his argu­
ment i s  thi s : Writing i s ,  among other things , a physical act ,  and 
as with most physical acts , practice i s  a necessary s tep on the 
78 road toward compe tency. 
The sentence-combining method involves incorporating infor­
mation into more conc i s e ,  effective syntac t i c  s tructures . The 
bel ief i s  tha t the mind can be trained t o  process i nforma t i on in 
more effective ways by practice in recoding exi s t i ng informa t i on .  
The terminal un i t  i s  the shortest �omplete thOURht which 
can exi s t .  As b i ts of informat i o n ,  chunks , are added t o  the 
terminal uni t ,  the redundancies are deleted. The res ul t  of the 
embedment and reduct i on of these chunks into the terminal uni t  
i s  complete thoughts which are syntact i cal l y  more mature. By 
ex�mpl e :  
The tree i s  tall + The tree i s  green = 
The green tree i s  tal l .  or The tall tree i s  green. 
Or the t ree is tall and green. 
or any other combination in which essential informat i on i s  in-
eluded . All three examples carry d i fferent emphas i s ; consequen t l y ,  
d i fferent mean lng .  Th i s  example shows the way that synta c t i c  
01> t i ons can emphasize selected features . The example a l s o  shows 
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that sentence-combining is not concerned with the why of struc­
ture to the detriment of how. The bel ief that in doing these 
syntactic operations , they J.earn them is an example of the Dewey 
principl e .  Such practice i s  findin� s upport by the ev idence of 
research .  
According to some researche rs , practice a t  memor i z i ng and 
reproducing l onger sentences may hel p the students develop skills 
characteristic of increasing cogni tive maturity. 79 According to 
K .  W .  Hunt, the abi l i ty to chunk information would explain the 
reciprocal relationship between chronol ogical maturation and the 
80 abil i ty to produce and receive more complex sentences . As the 
child matures , he tends to embed more sentence s ,  which results in 
an increase in clause and T-unit length in h i s  writing. Sentence­
combining gives the student prac tice in writing the more syntact­
ically mature sentences , a�tering h i s  language-embedding rate of 
growth. The inference seems to be that i n  so doing, the student 
is al tering h i s  cogni tive development as well . 
The brief h i s tory of research into the sentence-combining 
operations begins with a study done by Bateman and Zidonis, in 
1 96 6 ,  on the effects of trans formati onal grammar on improving 
writing. The i r  contention was that "pupils must be taught a 
sys tem that accounts for well- formed sentences before they can be 
expected to produce more of such sentences themselves . n 81 Their 
study involved : 
Comparln� the wri t in� performance of twenty-one students 
who were tauµ;ht transformat i onal rules and concepts over a 
two-year period with the performance of twenty students who 
were taught no grammar, Bateman ann Zidonls concluded that 
hecause a generative grammar seems to l)e a logi cal represen­
tation of the psycholngicaJ process of sentence formations , 
rt knowle<1g0 of such g r ·r.1.mmar t�nables :-;. tudents to .increase the 
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proportion of well formed sentences they write , to increase 
complexity without sacrific ing p;ramma t i cal i ty ,  and t o  reduce 
the occurence of errors . 82 
Bateman and Z idonis believed that their research showed that a 
knowledge of transformati onal grammar was "the factor which 
significantly altered the w r i t ing behav ior of s t udents exposed" 
to their experimental treatments . The s ip;ni f i cance of their 
study is that s tudents who s tud.led the trans forma t ional grammar 
ended up writing sentences that had fewer errors and were more 
complex syntactically than the s t udents who did n o t .  
There i s  abundant research which contradi c t s  the Bateman-
Zidonis clai m ,  research which shows that young children have 
already mastered grammatical s t ructures before they enter school . 
Obv i ousl y ,  they have done s o  wi thout the benef i t  of a system which 
explains what process occurs . The Bateman-Z idonis study was 
poorly executed and negated any conc l us i ons which might have been 
made . 8 3 
Mell on rejected the Bateman-Z1don1s claim that "the learning 
of grammatical rules Eer � could lead to improvement in s tudent 
writing or that these rules could be applied in any conscious 
84 manner by writer . " He s uggested that i t  was the sentence com-
bining and not the grammar that had an effect on s tudent writing. 
�e , therefore, implemented his s tudy ln this manner :  
In the other stud y ,  by John Mel l on , about 250 seventh-grade 
s tudents of dlf feren·:  schools ,  soci o-economic clas s e s , and 
academic tracks corn_<1; .. iHer:1 the populat.ton. The experimental 
group was taup;ht c w ,...·:,;::i J_n transforma : '_ .mal concepts and rules 
of transformation · .. , ')r . . :µa:ra t i on f , •r ,��e main treatment , which 
·�·m :::; i s  ted of nove.1 -:e:·:." ".,..' 1.ce-buL:.c. j_) •  ... : u...- · ·· .rcises that required 
s tudP-nts t o  embed. n"!•'· l)J· more ctur111nv  k·:!r"tel sentences into a 
bflse sentence accorc . . mp; to the pr:' v :i. ou'..�.l .v learned rules . . . 
·r:-he control group worked i ts wa�, !_;··'.r•:',t!E.h one of the other of 
Wa rriner ' s trad i t i onal. grammar v.,.v_ -. : · , .<:tnd the placebo group 
:.;tudied no p;rammar at al l .  All �1..L' : � c � s  wrote nine pre-test 
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compos i t i ons in various modes of discourse and nine post­
test composition:: in the same. Extensive gramma tical anal ys i s-­
center lnp; on the number and frequency of nominal and relative 
embedd:lnp;s , and on cl ustered mod l f  ica ti on aml depth ernbed.d.ing 
--was road e of Lhi s lar·ge corpus or wri t ing. The resulting data 
macte r>ossible not only comparj ;-,on:; of syntac tic growth among 
the thr��e groups but also wi. t,h Lh•:: norms for such growth as 
establ l shecl by Hunt. 
Mel l on ' s  study ls of great imnortance . I t  i s  the first t o  
es tab) 5.�:n that som8 kind of formul language exercise can cause 
s tudeti t;� to wri te with greatP.r syntac tic fluency than normal 
growth would occas i on .  85 
Moffe t t ' s  atti tude toward sentence-comblning is quite posi-
tive . Though h i s  appraisal of the Hunt-Mellon study is overly 
optimis t i c ,  he does express s ome rati onal guidelines for the sen­
tence-combining activity. He agrees with Mellon that learning 
the concepts and rules of transformati onal grammar or any other 
grammar will not improve sentence production. His interpretation 
of what Mel l on ' s  s tudy shows is stated thus : " I t  is essential to 
be precise about just what this valuable s tudy proves : embedding 
exercises based on transformational rules will improve syntactic 
versatil i ty in wri t ing . 1186 
O ' Hare was not convinced that the conclusions of Mellon ' s  
s tudy were entirely true . He set up an experiment based on the 
Mellon study in which he tried to determine how much of the 
al tered writing behav ior was a result of the transformati onal 
rules , and how much was the result o f  the sentence-combining exer-
c l ses . He noted that s ince the variations in syntact i c  maturity 
�re ind isputabl e ,  and "normal " (averA.v,-e ) can be accelarated or 
rA tarded under certain treatment cor1r'l i!: ;ions , then would the sentence-
combining practice alon� i;nha.nce norrnal v;rowth of syntactic 
ma t.urity. 87 
To begin, O ' Hare needed to def 1r:i.A syntactic maturity.  " Tra-
d i t i onal l y ,  observati ons of lanp;uage deve] opment or syntactic 
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maturity have identified the lengthening of sentences and increased 
use of subordinate clauses as indicators of progress toward a 
88 mature style . " For this reason, O ' Hare established the minimal 
terminable unit, or �-unit, as the device for measurement. A 
sentence would become "better" when one main clause had any sub-
ordinate clause or nonclausal structure attached or embedded in 
it. This was the bas i s  of the Mellon study as well as Hunt' s 
guide for determining "normal " maturity. 
In Mellon ' s  study, "the experimental group ended the year 
embedding 1 . 9  secondary statements per independent clause as com­
pared with 1 . 4  for the control group . • •  In frequency and depth 
of embedding, and in frequence and s i ze of clustered modification, 
the experimental group led both control and placebo groups.1 189 
�h i s  significant d ifference can be somewhat m isleading ; as O'Hare 
studied the results of the Mellon study he came to the conclusion 
that using this device as the measuring instrument involves a 
fallacy. 
Christensen has objected to the Hunt-Mellon measure of syn-
tactic growth on the grounds that these measures may reinforce 
bad style. Moffett had to agree that "complicated sentences and 
multiple embeddings can make for awful writing. And who would 
n isagree that much insufferable officialese results from the over-
iJse of long noun phrases -:> .Syntactic complexity i s  no virtue in 
i tsel f ,  surely . "  He p;oes c•: t o  add that "the point is to be able, 
n::>t obliged., to compl icA..tr:·· one ' s  sentences. Appropriateness--match­
ln� langua�e structure to thought structure , and form to effect-­
m u s t  be the criterl on . " 90 
O ' Hare notes ( wh i l e  Moffett ignores) the fact that the results 
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0f Mel lon ' s  qual i ty evalua t i on were di sappointing. The control 
: Toup was jud�ed on pos t - t P � t s  to hav8 wri tten compos i t ions that 
wure s ip;nif i can tly bt'! t tt:r than. those in the experimental f;roup . 91 
Jn other words , the synta c t i c  complexity a t tainen by the students 
in Mellon ' s  experimentaJ !?" "'•J.;p was of::'�:et by the inappropriate-
. · � s .i.n wh. _. ; the eml>E:ddings occured . 
In O ' Hare ' s  cx:pr:H·.l.r:!• "': '. , Lhe pa:-r: ·rn t"1el l on e s tablished 
was followed but wi th or1 · •·•:·• , ior excep•: .i.'.JY... Instead of transfer-
rna tional rules as s i9:11R.' .-: · �mbecld in:i:f. or add itions , 0 '  Hare 
rr:ave L>1ord hints. H i s  s y.·· i�(·1n did not: r�·auire the students to have 
rmy formal knowledp;e of r;.rammar . Instead , O ' Hare felt that i t  
�1101.1ld fac i l i tate the sentence-combining opera ti ans i f  a series of 
�i i f';nal :3 vm.rP- USt�d \vh i c  h r'::-'t" ' i trtl i. 7.er! OYl the S t udent 1 S inherent 
. . . · • , : v  nf" 1«rarnrna t i ca) i ' .. � .  ''he ex: oe.r_; :nen tal ,i;i;roup was given ex-
· i v,� prac t i cl' 1 n  cornl;.:. · . �  ,n;roups 0f �e rnel statements into 
11'.! (-! s d1te nces which w<· r1· �true tural.i.y more com pl ex than those 
s t udents would normall y  be expected to wri t e .  93 'I'he control group 
rece ived no formal grammar i nstruction at all. This is because 
M e l l on ' s  s tudy showed that the control group, which studied 
Wa.rriner ' s  traditional p;rammar, and. :.i-ie placebo group, whi ch 
· tudied no {T,rAmmar at al � ,  f'nded �}\' · ,.,_�ar at essentially the 
,:.;<\me level. T•'rom th i s Mello"l conclud.,:o.d. · 
Conven tional �rammar t s  in fac t a kind of placebo treatment 
.i tsel f ,  in that the effects which i t  produces do not differ 
94 �:ip;nifj  cantly from those observed .1.P a no-grammar environment. 
O ' Hare f�lt that rather than waste thr -:i.me giv ing trad i t i onal 
vrP:nmar r'l.rill s , .i t wou1.f '1P. better !-.0 '..l':.1 , i ze i t  in meaningful 
.... ,�+ i. v 1 ty.  !Hs control ":rri·..i.n , there "o.r· · , : '  l.ld ied no 12:rammar a t  
;!. l .' . But for his expe .r i. rnwn t.A.l ri;roup, · i·x11..it: one and one q uarter 
hours per week was set aside for the sentence-combining exer-
cises . 'l'hese were in no way s imilA.r to tradi t i onal drills . 
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Ins tead of the his torical us a �e and grammar drills  which 
are nep.:atively oriented. concentra t i np; on errors ins tead of 
buil1t inv, con:fidence , in these exercises ( especially at the beg­
inning) there was almost no concern wi th error. Moreover, the 
students themselves decided on the adequacy of a sentence . As 
Moffett s tate s : "The activ i ty of combining sentences undoubtedly 
cons t i tutes a powerful teacher of syntax-- i f  related to will and 
choice , and i f  will and choice are exerci sed durinp; authentic d i s ­
cursive tasks . 1195 O ' HarP saw five �os J t ive features which are 
not typical of trad i tional grammar d rills : ( 1 )  they are easy to 
do,  ( 2 )  they gave the s t udents confidence in the ir abi l i ty to 
manipulate sentences , ( J )  the test was against the s t udent ' s  own 
sense of grammatical i t y ,  ( /.J. )  progres s in� down the kernels gave 
positive reinforcement ,  and ( 5 )  s t ud�nts were impressed with the 
maturity of their final sentences . 96 Most importantly,  i t  
required no s tudy o f  grammar ,  transformati onal or t rad i t i onal , and 
there fore , avoided negative aspects of grammar study. As Post-
man said , "Posi tive reinforcement has been proven to be more 
effective than punlshment . 11 97 
The results of the O ' Hare study were impress ive , especially 
when compared to Mell on ' s  study. ThP �yntact i c  devel opment of 
!::ht:> seventh graders ln the experimenta1 p;roup was s i gnificantly 
p�reater than the control group ' s .  In al l s ix factors of syn­
tactic ma turl ty ( woros/�P-u.ni t ;  clause/'I'-uni t ;  words/clause ; noun 
clauses/1 00 T-uni ts ; adverb clauses/100 T-uni ts ; adjective clauses/ 
1 n'; "'-uni ts ) the experimental group exce:l.le0 . 9� In comparison 
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w i t.. h U1· normat i ve data presented by Hunt ( 1 96 5 )  the exper1mental 
1�roup reacher!. maturity b1<vond typi c1:tl e i p;hth graders , and q u i te 
'-)ri 
!_; i m 1 -l ar to that of twe1 f t. h  vrade:rs . ' 
More l mportant than s y n tac t i c  compl e x i t y ,  howeve r ,  i s  the 
.qmropriateness of the s 1 �n t,..nce s t ructure . In order to determine 
t .hn q_ual t ty o f  papers in his s tudy, O ' Hare matched his s t udents 
according to sex and I . Q .  After the study was completed , e ight 
t<�acher j udges s e l ected the experimental papers by abou t 70% 
over the control �roup i n  overall qua l i t y ,  with an e i ther/or 
rlt!C t s lon made on each pai.. r in:r. Ir .,,f'f'e c t ,  O ' Hare ' s  experimental 
r�r·()up not onl y  atta ined s i p;r: tficant success in syntactic matur i ty , 
bu t they appl ied th i s  s k l J. l  to the l r  compos i t i ons and wrote more 
e f f e c t i ve l y .  
O ' Hare believes h i s  experiment proves that sentence-com-
' i. i. n ing, tauF;h t in the proper envi ronment ,  w i l l  fac i l i tate syntac­
t i c  skills al read y pos sessed by " t raining" the memory and in-
creasing the coP0J,i t i  ve "chunking" arJ 5.1 )_ ty of the s t udents . He 
:-my�; : "Sentence-combinin�· forces thP s tuclen t , as he embeds the 
p·j v�!n kernel s  into the main s tatemPn t ,  to keep l onger and lonp;er 
d L -:course in h i s  head. 11 1 00 Sentence-combinin� i s  a method of 
training the mind in relevant thinking and wri t ing s k i ll s .  The 
technique i s  effective when the proper env ironment exi s t s .  
� n  refl e c t inr.; on why sentence-combining had such pos i ti v e  
r .J ' ... s ,  j t becume apparent that menta:•_ s timulation was a key . 
.. ,; 
· ·quote Moffe t t :  
"'I'here i s  good reas o.rt t o  bel .i �ve that the f inal answer to 
' •_ rw;ui. s t i c  <�labor-at i -:·r _ _  i�s beyo� c' 1. Hl"?,uage i n  general cogni­
· ·�.vc' <1evelo-prnen t ,  H." · t:�iat 1ntv1 . i · c !:- ·-�r:i 1. s t imul a t i on i s  far 
" l • ) (•P, l i k c l y· to ar�Ci· , . : · " I •  syn tac':; ,- t'f>;)wt,h than grammer know­· , �c'lge . 11 1 01 
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Intellectual st imulation effected by sentence-combining tasks can 
faci l i tate the emotional and creat.lve efforts of the student s .  
O ' Hare felt that i t  is  essential that teachers train students in 
these communicative skill s .  " I t  i $  not enough for a young writer 
to have some�hlng to say • • • he must be able to express  i t ,  to 
manipulate sentence structure in order to recapture the experience 
for his reader . 11 1 02 
In applyin� the sentence-combining techniques to the class­
room s ituation it is necessary to make them a real part of the 
activity.  Moffett suggests that "what Mellon and Christensen try 
to do by arraying sentence types in sequential exercises can be 
better done , I subm i t ,  by exploiting the sentence-combining 
activities ordinarily entailed in natural istic tasks . •1 03 He 
s uggests that the rewrite s tage of composi tion is where such 
tnstruction mi�ht be more effective. 
Macrorle sees syntactlc development as the main course of 
composition :  
"The marginal comments indicating slops in grammar spelling 
or mechanics are not ordinarily used until a writer i s  polish­
ing his work in final draft . The experience of • • •  teachers 
has shown that such reading for correction rather than help-
ful editing has had l i ttle pos itive effects . "  1 04 "These l ittle 
matters of reference and agreement are the higgledy-piggledy 
o f  grammar. More crucial matters exis t .  When you think ot' 
word order--the wa.,v wo1•'1.t> come together in phrases and clauses 
(pieces , hunks , segm•_:Y "'; :·: . ubsolu te s , whatever you call them at 
i;he momen t ) --think of' l l ow you may control 1t to brinf; your 
\H't t inv. alive . 11 1 0 5  
Certainly, to reduce sentence-combining operations to 
soulless drills is to rob them of any pos s ibility of effectiveness . 
Mrs . Sybil Marshall wrote : 
" I  would give them enough patterns , but not in the form of 
exercises . I would give them patterns in speech, in books , in 
plays . J would not subject my pupils to ten minutes a day 
4.5 
under the u l t rav i o l e t  lamp of intense r-;rammatical exerc i s e s , 
Lut would ins tead seek out every patch of l i terary sunshine 
l.tri t i l  gramma t i cal us<:t.p;e a:nd gooc'l s tyle , the balance and 
cadence of sen tences , and the hapvy choice o f  the most s lg­
ni ficant \<Jurds s oalrn<t i.r: ! ,o them through everyone of t he l. r  
c-e11 · · e · ·  11 t 06 · •> ... ..1 •• .> • 
Moffe t t ,  w i thout the pre ttine s s  of Mrs . Marshall , say s , "There 
are �l terna t ive methods to grammar teaching for developing 
synta c t i c  maturi ty : sentence-expan s i on games ,  good d i s c us s i on ,  
rewritin� o f  note s , col laborative rev i s i on of compos i t i ons , 
playing w i th one -sentence d iscours e s , and verba l i z ing cogn i t i ve 
tasks . 11 1 0 7  M o s t  importan t l y ,  as Moffett says , "What w i l l  fur-
ther the normal growth of sentence elaboration i s  prac tice in 
lan�uage tasks that are a t  bott om intellec tua1 . 11 1 08 The 
relationship between increased. synta c t i c  devel opment and increased 
cogn i t i ve powers seems to be a rec:iprocal one ; as the thinking 
proces ses tncreas e ,  the writing maturity increas e s .  And as 
sentence-combining faci l t tates writ ing maturity, i t  a l s o  increases 
the cogn i t iv e  powers of the s t udents . "Generally, the increasing 
c ompl e x i t i e s  of sentence s tructure, described as embeddings by 
transformational grammar ,  accompany the increasing cogn i tive 
abi l i ty to interrelated. and s ubordinate classes and propositions . " l 09 
He a s s e rt s  that transforma t i onal lin�ui s t s  themselves have 
never claimed that a kno wledge of the i r  �rammar will improve a 
J.0ar.ne r ' s  speech or writing: "To hope , by means o f  grammatical 
formulat ions , to shortcut throup;h th'� d.e�P, c umulati ve learning 
that comes from speak ing is to indul p:e i.n wishful dr·eaming . " l l O 
Moffe t t  feels that the process of sentence-combining i s  one 
in which s t udents must r·raci.uall y  develop the i r  own s tandard of 
:-; yY1. tact.ic ma t u.ri t y .  He· SUf.':1�e s t s  that ltn1gthy cJ.n.uses must corne 
r •· · J°1 . r-. 1 1 1· · c.: 01 1 � i s(: one8 , :ind that H 1 · n t···rice-conihin i111: v1ilJ.  culm i11-
. ,  . .  i 1 1 U1l; :..; Lucl�m t ' s  abj J i t- .v to <'l t:: ' t.! Clll l ne wh 1 <..:h of th£; 01>t ) on s  
• :1.r '" ap1 wnp1• i a l.c: , 1'llh i ch r,.o.!:uJ t i n  J!<;n•1 �; tyl e .  He says , "In s u m ,  
l .l'rn  �11� t i  v i.  ty u f  combini:nr� :;1rntencf:2 lmll oubtedly cons t i tutes a 
pc11 .. 1�· r fuJ. teach o r  of syn tnx-- .1 f re l a  t i-;d to w i l l  and choice , and 
i f' w i  l. J and choice are exi7.rc1sed during authentic d i s cursive 
... 'l ... I "' II 1 1 1 '" " ::, { ., . 
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CONCLUSION 
Students will learn to write more syntactically mature 
sentences if three conditions exis t :  ( 1 )  they are exposed to 
them, ( 2 )  they have opportunity to practice writing them, and 
( 3 )  the learning envi ronment is conducive to the pos itive rein­
forcements sugges ted by this paper .  
Of the first condition, exposure to mature sentence forms , 
O ' Hare noticed a peculiarity in the texts from which s tudents 
•1earn . " While reviewing the Mellon study, he noticed that the 
sentences in the traditi onal tests ( used by s tudents in the 
control group) represented " immature types which junior high 
school compos ition teachers rightly exhort their s tudents to 
avoid, al though the experimenter finds without exception that all 
widely used seventh grade texts are l imited to these puerile 
sentence type s . "1 1 2  Because these sentences are the models for 
' 
s tudent writing, imitation of them is a backward step. "These 
s tudents experience sentences .  
of syntactic fluency . "1 1 3  
far below thei r  attained level 
As for the second condition ,  that of involvement (Deweying ) ,  
Moffett says , " the trouble is precisely that we teachers are 
prone to conceive language as an external object instead of an 
internal operation. As for expand in� one ' s  linguistic repertory, 
that certainly must be done by receivine and producing sentences 
oneself. Input indeed is needed : the learner must hear and read 
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many sentence construc t i ons that wou] d not i n i t ially come to t h i s  
m ind . '")t he needs to try 01J.t the rorms he takes i n .  11 1 1  J.1-
'rhe thirO. cond i t i on ,  a conouc 'i. vf! environment , has been the 
m o t i f  of t h i s  paper .  Research has sh own such an envi ronment i s  
P S " *"' Yl .f.: i :3l.  for effec t i ve teach i n g .  �few ldeas i n  research, such as 
: 'r ",· •nee-comblning , cannot he implemented i n  the trad i t i onal 
�r�·:· � "!"Onments where r i p; t n  s tructures s uppres s  and des troy the i r  
effec t i venes s .  Trad i t i onal i s t s , lookin� t o  the research for 
tt�chn iques that can be appl ied to the i r  ph i l o s oph ie s ,  mus t not 
'' YDe c t  pos i t i ve resul t s  i n  s tale e n v i ronme n t s . Tra ining i n  
t�, i. n l{ inµ; requires a t t l  tudes and act i v .�. t � e s  beyond the nature o f  
En�l i s h  education as i t  i s  pre sently taugh t ,  but i t  needs t o  be 
done . For cogn i t ive s t 1fl1ula. t i on may be the best devel oper of 
syntax and the m o s t  appropriate tool for preparing s tudents for 
the twenty- f i r s t  century. I t  can serve as a catyl .t s t  for l i t-
e l"'A.t:ure and human i s t i c  value s .  Most �.mportant l y ,  i t  can create 
an awarenes s  of language w i t h i n  the s t udent that results i n  more 
effective t h inking and wri t in� be cause the s t udent sees the com-
rnunicatlve process hol i s t �_ca-1.J. y .  
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APPEND I X  
Below are some sample sentence-combining exercises from 
Frank O ' Hare ' s  tex t ,  Sentence· Combining: Improving Student 
W r i t i ng W i thout Formal Grammar Instruc t i on .  H i s  appendix of sam-
ple problems extends from pa�e e i v:hty-one to pap;e one hundred-one . 
'T'he l e s s ons are chronol ov,ica l l y  arranged t o  show the seq uence of 
�rowln� c ompl e x i t y  in the sentence comblnln� opera t i ons . The 
foll nwln� problems are a cross-se c t i on to show the proce s s .  A .  i s  
the probl e m ,  and � is a n  acceptable answe r :  
1 • A .  
B .  
A .  
B .  
7 .  A .  
B. 
A .  
R .  
1 0  � .  
n .  
A .  
, ,  
? 0  
The q uarte rhack threw the ball well yesterday . (NEG) 
The quarte rback d tdn ' t  throw the ball well yes terday . 
John was pa l nt i ni;r someth in� on the wal l .  ( WHAT-QUES ) 
Wha. t was John pain ling on the wal 1 ?  ( p .  81 ) 
Julio should ad.mi t :.JOME'J'H ING. 
He was there . 
Jul i o  shoulci admi t  he was there . 
or Jul i o  should adm t t  that he was there . 
or Julio should adm i t  the fac t that he was there. 
SOMETHING is certain 
H uman beings w i l l  survive . (THAT) 
That human be i ngs w l l l  survive is certa i n .  ( p .  82) 
�he f i s h  soon d i s c overArl SOMETHING. 
'rhe worm was danr:l i l t1:-r· 1.n the water for s ome reason. (WHY) 
'I'he fish soon d .i:H:•.' V 1 · r1:d why the wor-m was dangling 
in the water. 
SOMETH I NG anr-;ered :vi 1 s ::: Ti'rump . 
'Phe gj r l s  chattF:re11 r r . I  ·:; 1.1 .v .  ( S I  + ING) 
11he � i rl s '  noisy cha1 1 - , ,r ·uu;� angered M i s s  Frum p .  ( p .  8.5)  
t v; e t  nervous eve r.v 1·.11111-� Hen 9;0es for a swim i n  the 
1 'r.f:an because he d oe: .. n.:,t t)�:>l 1.ave SOME'l'HING . 
. > 0Mh�·1'H.CNG l s  possiblr: .  < 0 1 •i.:_l\'1' ) 
Phe und E:rtow sw8ep8 him ,-.,_, :. �-�\to deep water. ( IT-FOR-TO) 
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B .  I get nervous eve ry t i me Ben �oes for a swim in the 
ocean tw:caus1::' he clue!; r10t beJ. 1.eve ( tha t )  i t  is pos s i ble 
for the un1j e rtow tn :�weep h i rn our, t n t o deep water . (p .  87 )  
2 2  A .  SOME'fH ING anrrprr:c� M r .  l"!ul vane v .  
M i s s  Prlcke r t  l n s i. ·.: �f:d :30Mi�·!1�· 1.1'IC ( S '  + ING) 
·rhc re wnre Sl)Ook�: � vi the h o u ;.;, e . ( 'rHAT) 
'; i v· · had .)us t ren t.fl<f th8 hom;r..: .  ( WlllCH/THAT ) 
"'I r .  M u l vaney l �3  •·.h1 · l'.:Jn; t cemttn. on C>ur block . 
13 .  M t s s  f'ricke'r t ' s tr�Sf::;t-::G.l�thc! t ':he-re were spooks in the 
house ( wh i ch , tha t )  she had j u s t  rented angered Mr . 
Mulvaney ,  the po:! :1.c:ernan on our 1.)l oc k . ( p. 8 9 )  
1 HerlJert· ._T .  MulJ. e "' .  �1:l§ Uses of i;:;;.g_l_Lsh ( Chicago: Hol t ,  
Rinehart and 'H nstor , :rr.1• • •  t 9(,7). p. � .' . 
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2Ne i l  Pos tmr.1.n anct !'ha.rles Weingartner, How To Recogn i z e  a 
Goon School (P) o: 11l1 ntrton. , .�:nrl j ana : Ph t l)elta Kappa Educat:l onal 
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